
















It is evident from this discussion that he was aware of inconsistencies in
the use of these and related terms, althoueh there is Bufficient closeness to
the schema proposed in Al-risala al-Rashtiyya to allow us to apprehend the
main trend of his thinking. He begins with a presentation of the fundamental
meaning of the phrases 'people of (this) world (al-dunya) and the last (al-
akhira)', in which the concept of this 'material world' is contrasted with

26the 'hereafter'. The definí tion ofal-üla, however, is more problema tic:
'the meaning of the first (al-üla) is the return (rajca) of the Family of
l:uhammad (Le. the Imams), or the rise of their Q.a'im, or (the rise of) most
of them. It is called al-üla (the first, the primal) in relationship to al-
akhira (the last). '27

Having given these basic definitions, he immediately turns to consider
how 'these three days are called al-dunya and al-üla and al-ukhra (r. of al-
-kh ) 28a ar, the other; also used to mean 'the hereafter' '. In order to demon-
strate that these are three distinct periods, he cites two traditions comment-
ing on the Quranic verse 'and remind them of the days of God' (14:5). The first
is from (Hashim ibn Ahmad) l~uthanna 'l-Harmat: 'I heard Abü Ja c:far (Le. l:uh-.. .
ammad al-Baqir, the fifth Imam) say: "the days of God (consist of) the day on
which the Qa' im shall arise, and the day of the returo (al-kurra ), and the day
o:f resurrection,.29 The second is in the tafslr o:f cAlI ibn Ibrahlm: 'the
days of God are three: the day of the Qa,i.m, and the day of death (al-mawt),
and the day of resurrection (al_qiyama).,30

AI-Ahsa'I notes that, in these traditions, the rise of the Q.a'im or the
• ereturo (al-raj a) are treated as a day distinct from the day o:f resurrection

(yawm al-giyama), which latter is referred to as al-akhira, and distinct also
from al-dunya. ~is day (of the rise of the Qa'im or al-rajca) cermot properly
be termed al-dunya because this latter is expressed as 'nearer' than the return
(of the Imams) or the rise of the Qa'im. Nor can it properly be termed al-
akhira, because the giyam~ is a:fter it and the qiyama is al-akhira. In the
traditions, there are references to al-dunya or to al_rajca and the rise of the
Qa'im, or to al-akhira. In the interpretation of the words 'the days are three',
only the rise of the Qa'im, al_rajca, and al-akhirawere mentioned, hut not al-
dunya. The reason for this is that the Imam was threatening the punishment that
would befall men; this punishment can only occur in the first three days men-
tioned, because al-dunya is the place where warning (of the punishment) takes
place (i.e. not the punishment itself).

He himself, however, has stated that 'the days are three: al-dunya, the
r í se of the Qa'in. or al-ra{a or the returr. of most of them (the ImÉÏms), and
al-akhira. This is because the rise ofthe ~ÉÏ'im and al_rajca are one in nature
(in respect of·Justice, the establishment of the truth, the removal of iniquity,
and the destruètion ofthe barrier of tegina). 'lbey:only differ wi th respect
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to the return oí the Imam oí the Age (i.e. the rise of the Q.a,im), ina smuch
as 'return' refers to (new) life after death, whereas the Qa'irn is ptill alive
(i.e. he does not need to return from the dead since he is not dead but only
in occultation).31

It is, obviously, pointless to try to develop an entirely consistent
schema out of the above, any more than from the numerau s traditions relatin~
to al-rajCa, giyamal-qa'im, al-qiyama al-sughra, and al-giyama al-kubra. At
its most basic, it would seem that al-Ahsa'l tho~t in terms of three days.
or ages, the first the present state of things (al-dunya), the second the day
of the appearance of the Qa'im and the return of the Imams (al-üla), and the
third the last, general resurrection (al-giyama; al-akhira). To this extent,
there is some justification in the Baha'l interpretation oí the inverted waw
reíerred to in his letter as a reference to three aees. But it is also, l
think, apparent from the foregoing and from a wider readinL of al-Ahs3'I's
writings on relaterl subjects (as, for example, hia discussion of the meaninF,
of the creation in six days)32 that he did not conceive of a rather crude,
linear movernent of three successive ages, but a much more sophisticated system
in which concepts of time, space, movement and so forth are elaborately inter-
related. There is, in general, a tendency in Baha'I writing to oversimplify
the often highly complex theories of al-A~sa'I,.most notably in references to
his rejection oí 'physical resurrection' in favour of 'spiritual resurrection'
or a 'physical miCraj' in favour of a 'spiritual miCraj' .33 A discussion of
these more complex elements in the Shaykh's thought would, however, take us
far beyond the acope proposed for this article.

It is also, l think, unclear how far al-Ahsa'I's scheme of three ages is.
to be related to the perception of immediate or imminent events. Sayyid Ya~im
Rashtl also refers to this concept of 'three days' in his Sharh al-khutba al-
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tutunjiyya,34 but he does nat seem to have connected this to contemporary dev-
•elopments. These latter he interprets instead in terms of a scheme of two

cycles (dawratan) of Islam, one an age of outward observance, the other an age
of inward truth. This second age he believed to have begun at the cornmencement
of the thirteenth Islamic century and to be connected with the appearance.of
al-A1}sB'i..35 l.:anyearly Babls also adopted this latter schema or variants of
it.36 '!'hematter is clearly one that deserves more detailed treatment in a
future article.

:nenis },~acEoin
University of ~ewcastle
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1. On the concept of the 'greatest name of God' in Islam, see the excellent
article by Georges C. Anawati, 'Le nom suprême de Dieu' in Atti del Terzo
Con es so Di studi Arabi e Islamici (Istituto Universitario Orientale Napoli,
19 7 pp.7-58. l~ thanks to stephen Larnden for having drawn this useful
study to my attention.)

2. Shams al-macarif al-kubra wa lata'if al-cawarif, quoted ibid pp.23-24, ?5-28.

3. Ibid quoted ibid PI;. 24, 27.

4. For a comprehensive list of these, see Ibn Wahshiya Y.itab shawg al-mustaham
fI macrifa rurnüz al-atlam in J. Hammer Ancient Alphabets and Hieroglyphic
Characters explained London, 18~) and in s. }:atton La :ragie Arabe '2'radit-
ionelle (Paris, 1977) pp.129 ff.

5. See table reproduced in HabIb Allah Fad8'ilI Atlas-i khatt (Isfahan, 1391/
1971) p.106. •

6. Quotedby ijaj l'IuhammadY.:ar1mY.han Eirmanl, letter to I;iajJ:ul1a l,-ahdIKhuras-
anI, in llajmüCat al-rasa'i1 67 (y.eman, n.d.) p.236.

7. Ibid.

8. Ibid.

9. Printed in ~ajmüca_Yi alway-i mubaraka (Cairo, 1333/1920) pp.85-86. On the
'Law:tl-iqinBC' , eee J:.lrzaAsad Allah FaQ.i1-i razandaranI Asrar al-attar 5
vols. (Tehran, 1968-14) vol.4 p.519.

10. lt was, in fact, written in 1197/1783 in response to a request from Shaykh
lr~üsaibn Jtuhammad al-sayigh. The latter had met an unidentified man 'from
the people of opposition,' who laid claim to knowledge of reelity and the
system of codification (al-ramz) and had disputed with him about the phrase
'the Qa'im (al-sa~ib, i.e. ,a~ib al-zaman, Lord of the Aee), on him be peace,
is in the loins', the second man disagreeing with this. Shaykh lüsa noli'asked
al-A~sa'I to .rite a letter containing a c.odified statement. If the other man
failed to understand it, he would be proved false, but if he did, al-AQsa'l
would be hurniliateò. (See full text in ijaj l.:ul)ammady.arIm Khan y.irmanl 'Fisala
fI jawab al-Shaykh ¡Iusayn ibn al-Shaykh ):ul)ammadal-l:azldI' in 1,:ajmüCatal-
rasa'il61 (y.erman, n.d.) PP.51-53.

'1. I.e., when the letter ~ is written out as a word it becomes -''",; the abjad
value of , is 6, thus six followed by alif followed by six.

12. On whom see cAzIz A1lah sulaymanI J.:asablh-ihidByat vol.1 (Tehran, ';) section 1.. .
13. Letter cited cAbd al-Uamld Ishraq y.havarl RaQlq-i makhtÜrn 2 vols. (Tehran,

130-131 B/1973-75) vol.' pp.679-80. ijaj ~Ubammad Y.h~n y.irmanl has written an
explanation of a passage in a 'Risala-yi sayr wa sulUk' by Sayyid Y.a~im RashtI
in which the latter describes 'the progression of the units towards the tens
and likewise towards the hundreds and thousands and the form of the progression
of the tens tpwards the units' (Abu 'l-Qasim Y.han IbrahlmI Fihrist-i kutub-i
Sha kh Ahmad A sa'I wà sa ir-i masha ikh-i ci arn 3rd. ed. (y.erman, 1977) p~.
557-58 • Unfortunately, l have not so far been able to obtain a copy of either
KirmanI's work (a ris8le in reply to questions from rulla cAlI uskü'I) or that
of RashtI.

14. lnterprétation given by lshraq ¡:havarl in Ra1;lqvol.1 pp.680-681 ; .cf, letter
i'rom Shoghi Effendi to idem in idem (ed.) l:a'ida-yi asmanI 10 vols. (Tehran,
128-29 B/1971~73) vol.3 pp.4-5; letter of Bana' Allnh to 'Asad' in ibid vol.1
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pp.15-17 and Ral¡Iq vol.1 pp.686-88; idem letter in ra'ida vol.1 pp.12-13,
RapIg vol.1 pp.b84-85.

16.
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'The Developrnent of ShaykhI Thought in shlcI Islam', Fh.D. dissertation,
University of california, 1979 (University lïcrofilms 8002497) p.1t9.

20. On the concept of Hüxqalya (or Havarqalya), see ibid pp.106-14; He~ry Corbin
Terre Céleste ~t Corps de Résurrection (Paris, 1960) passim (see index), esp.

ThiH is a sermon generally known as Al-khu~ba al-tujunjiyya. It is not in the
canonical collection of cAlI' s semons, the Nahj al-BaUlçha, but is recorded
in AI-majmüCaal-ra'ig and al-BursI's Mashariq anwar al-yagIn (see Rafati
'Development' p.133 and p.159 notes 21, 22). Some of the expressions used in
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